THE SHEPHERD'S LIFE

JAMES REBANKS
The National Trust, Kidbeck. 01946 726064. UK 00000.
Under key bitted near ear, cropped far ear, blue stroke down near shoulder.

A. D. Shuttleworth, The Ghyll. UK 111817. 01946 726250
Under halved near ear, upper halved far ear, red stroke down far mid rib, red pop on tail head. Tag in near ear.

A. D. Shuttleworth, Little Ground. UK 111817. 01946 726250
Under halved near ear, two red strokes down far shoulder.

A. D. Shuttleworth, The Ghyll. UK 111817. 01946 726250
Under halved near ear, forked far ear, short red stroke behind shoulders, red pop between hooks.

Peter Corley, Yeawtree. 01946 726285. UK 107885.
Cropped near ear, forked and under fold bitted far ear, red whetstone on near side, tag in near ear.

P.J. and M. L. Ferris, Windsor Farm, Wasdale. 01946 726249.
UK 110223. Upper halved near ear, short red stroke over couplings, red pop behind head.
JAMES GREEN.
Yewtree, Wasdale.
Prefix — "Yew."

Flock No. 57. Ewes put to the Ram, 250.
A flock of very old standing which has always been kept pure.
Rams have been used from the Flocks of the late John Richardson, Southwaite, Barmead; Edward Nelson, Garrigarth; Joseph Richardson, Swinside; John Rother, Wasdale Head Hall; Thomas Rawling, Latvawhite Green; William Nisbet, Moorcroft; and Tassade, Hadscales.

JOHN ROOPER.
Bowderdale, Netterwasdale.
Prefix — "Brox."

Flock No. 58. Ewes put to the Ram, 150.
The same Flock he with the Farm.

JOHN ROTHERY.
Wasdale Head Hall.
Prefix — "Wastwater."

Flock No. 59. Ewes put to the Ram, 500.
The foundation of this Flock was laid in 1673 by the purchase of Ewes from the late Allen Pearson of Lyton, and these were mated with a Prize-winning Ram named "Samson," bred by and the property of the late John Hodgson of Muckerkin. Sheep were added in 1854 at the dispersal of the last-named Flock. A large number of prize winners have been bred from these sheep. In 1901 I entered upon the Wasdale Head Hall Farm with the Flock of 1st Sheep which have been bred continuously with this Farm for over 200 years.

RICHARD M. WILSON.
Middle Row, Wasdale Head.
Prefix — "Wasdale."

Flock No. 60. Ewes put to the Ram, 600.
A noted Ram breeding Flock of old standing. Many Champion Prize winners have been bred, including "Old Perfection," "Sampson," and "Double Champion" No. 1006. The last-named was 1st and Champion of any breed, which class was strongly contested by the Champion of the Blackhead breed.
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